Flic Manningreal human,
Real speaker

Flic Manning is a dynamic personality and highly-sought-after
consultant in business and professional circles.
Flic shares her story of thriving against the odds with invisible illness and
chronic pain, making her a passionate and empowering presence at every
engagement. Her charismatic speaking style is a unique mixture of heart, a
dash of science, a pinch of raw humanity and a sprinkle of levity, giving you
the recipe for being the best human you can be.

VIRTUAL EVENTS
FLIC’S CORE SPEAKING TOPICS
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What Silicon Valley Taught Me
About Burnout
Burnout is a habitual cycle, which holds your
organisation back from achieving optimal wellbeing,
scalability & proﬁt. Flic shares her personal burnout
story to help you build simple self-care strategies
into your organisation's DNA, allowing you to thrive.
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The Real BFF: Becoming Friends
With Failure
Failure can register as pain and fear inside the brain,
which is why we often struggle to overcome it. Flic
will motivate you to access your in-built
supercomputer so you can become friends with
failure & use it as a launching pad for ambition.
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LIVE EVENTS

Navigating Your Neuro-Highway
For Success
What you think, aﬀects everything from your attitude
to the cells that make up your body; determining your
experience of life. Maximise your mindset with Flic’s
simple neuroplastic strategies that will help you
navigate a sustainable pathway to fulﬁlment.

EMCEE

"SMART, FUNNY &
INCREDIBLY ENGAGING!"
Whitney Holtzman, CEO Social Victories
& Author You Are The First You

"A MASTER AT WORK!"
A Pullsano, PBB Festival

Kicking The "Working Hard"
Myth To The Curb
“Working hard leads to success” is a myth which has
reduced our wellbeing and productivity for decades.
Flic will help you harness your humanity; allowing you
to work smarter, build sustainable success and be
healthy enough to enjoy the journey.

CORPORATE COACHING

"FLIC WOWED THE CROWD!"
Karen M, Head Event Coordinator Ultimate Events Australia

TEAM WORKSHOPS

Flic is a passionate and charismatic conference speaker. Her style is upbeat and
entertaining, with presentations that are ﬁlled with wellbeing skills and valuable
learnings that can be applied immediately to business and life.
She speaks on themes which apply to organisations and individuals alike; from
improving human performance to leadership, communication, preventing burnout
and overcoming adversity. Her audiences are as diverse as her life has been; from
CEOs to Fitness Industry Leaders, Not-for-proﬁts to Women’s Leadership Groups,
Entertainers to Community Organisations.

HUMANITY IS YOUR GREATEST POWER - FLIC WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE IT.
“It has been such a pleasure working with Flic. As an industry Wellness Expert
having her leadership and insights has complemented our product oﬀering
at the Y in helping communities be healthier, happier and more connected."
Fiona Kriaris - Health and Wellness Product Manager, YMCA Victoria

FOR RATES, BOOKINGS AND INFORMATION:
MANAGER/PUBLICIST david.miller@ﬂicmanning.com
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